Installation Notes

You will need to install Celoxica’s DK design suite and their PDK. Get it from [www.celoxica.com](http://www.celoxica.com).

You will need either ISE Web Edition or the full ISE Foundation if you want to target specific development boards. Get these tools from [www.xilinx.com](http://www.xilinx.com).

You will need a backend compiler such as GCC or Visual C++ if you wish to use the DK simulator.

The ML402 build environment (for my development board) is not included as some of the sources used are under Bits and Bytes Licence from Celoxica and I cannot release them without permission.

The source code is provided as a proof of concept. I reserve all rights to this source code.

Disclaimer

The source code for GateOS is provided as is entirely without warranty. You use this at your own risk and I am in no way liable for any potential damage caused etc...